Division Memorandum
NO. 185 s. 2019

To: Chief Education Supervisor
   Elementary and Secondary School Heads
   All other concerned

From: SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO V
   Schools Division Superintendent

Subject: DIVISION ITEM VALIDATION OF CRAFTED DIVISION NUMERACY TEST TOOL
         FOR GRADES 1 TO 10

Date: June 18, 2019

1. With the goal of providing quality material in administering an objective Numeracy Test
   for Grades 1 to 10 learners in order to generate baseline status data for SY 2019-2020, this
   division will hold a one (1) day Division Item Validation of Crafted Numeracy Test Tool for Grades
   1 to 10 on June 22, 2019 (Saturday) at a venue to be announced later.

2. To attend the workshop are the identified Master Teacher Writers and School Head
   Validators in the Elementary and Secondary. Attached as enclosure is the list.

3. Lunch and snacks of the participants are chargeable to CID-HRTD Fund for mathematics
   activities subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulation.

4. Since the activity falls on a Saturday, a one (1) day service credit will be granted to the
   participants pursuant to the provision of DepEd Order No. 19, s. 2011 and DepEd Order No. 53,
   s. 2003.

5. Travel and other incidental expenses of participants to this activity is chargeable against
   school MOOE subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

6. For information and compliance.
**Enclosure No. 1 to Division Memorandum No. 195, s. 2019**

**Master Teacher Writers**

**Secondary**

1. Jonel G. Aznar - MT I, Bato RDHS
2. Angelie R. Sarmineto - MT I, CNHS
3. Ronie T. Tolledo - MT I, CNHS
4. Dante T. Aldea - MT I, Gigmoto RDHS
5. Jocelyn C. Reyes - MT I, SAVS
6. Rachel B. Aguilar - MT I, San Miguel RDHS

**Elementary**

1. Rosalina Tupas - MT I, VPES-SSES
2. Floserfida Gil - MT I, JMAMES
3. Cecilia Tajan - MT 2, VPES-SSES
4. Augusto Vargas - MT 2, VPES-SSES
5. Marita Tabuzo - MT I, JMAMES
6. Cynthia Rojas - MT I, Bato CES

**School Head Validators**

**Elementary**

1. Lina Mariano - PI, Palnab ES
2. Romeo Alcantara - MT I, OIC, Patagan ES
3. Isabel Bernal - PI, Sto Nino ES

**Secondary**

1. Lyra C. Tusi - P II, PSAT
2. Ludy M. Avila - HT III, CNHS
3. Juan S. Torreja - PI, Buyo IS
PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES

8:00- 8:30  - Registration
8:31- 9:30  - Opening Program and Orientation
9:31-12:00 - Workshop (Item Analysis, Validation and Adjustments)
12:01-1:00 - Lunch Break
1:01-3:00  - Continuation of Workshop
3:01-5:00  - Planning for Numeracy Inventory Tool Validation
            Try-out